2004 suzuki verona radio codes

James answered 7 years ago. Lee answered 7 years ago. Qaid answered 7 years ago. Yes I can
get the code for your radio? I am working as a technician in car radio security codes. Your car
radio is made by clarion corporation and this kind of radio can not be unlocked via serial
number. Remove the unit and open the cover of the CD. Secondly , look to the board you will
see a small IC L 46 beside the processor. If can remove the IC and send it to me I can give you
the code. Hi,do you think you can help me with a Suzuki Verona radio code? I tried but no dealer
would give it over the phone? Horace answered 6 years ago. Radio-reset code number for
Suzuki Verona. Qaid answered 6 years ago. Fadwa answered 5 years ago. Erikapowers
answered 4 years ago. Can u help me found the code for a Suzuki Verona for a radio, because I
change the battery. Boedhyl answered 2 years ago. Hi hallo Maybe Any one here can halp me
for resetting my stereo car audio for grand vitara Thank you The diagnostic on my suzuki says
my passenger side cat is bad. CarGurus has 3 nationwide Verona listings and the tools to find
you a great deal. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Best Answer
Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Suzuki Verona question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Suzuki Verona Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Used Cars For Sale. Asked by Wiki User. You need to call the dealer with the radio srl
and they can give you the code. Just did my plugs! They told me that i needed to replace the
ignition coil on my Suzuki Verona, my question is how do i know which to change because i just
found out the are 6 of them. Do i have to replace them all? Go to Tirerack. Yes,they all had
electrical problems. How do I remove the dash on a Suzuki Grand Vitara 4wd to get to the radio
wires? You do not change the trans fluid. It is a life time synthetic fluid. It takes a special type of
fluid known as ZF fluid. Trouble code P means:System too lean Bank 1. A flashing check engine
light is an indication of a misfire. If the power has been disconnected, they need a code entered
for them to work again. Contact suzuki dealer and ask for a default code. They will not give it to
you over the phone, you may have to verify ownership. It mounted to the outside of the tank
inside the rf fender. P Evap emission system vent shut off valve stuck in closed position. Foroni
Verona FC ended in My Verona started doing the same thing. Checked the code crankshaft
sensor A low voltage cleared the code , but it came back Checked all fuses, all OK.. Started the
car , while running pulled the fuse for trans control mod. Light stop flashing Put the fuse back
in. No more shift problems Ask Question. Suzuki Verona. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered Related Questions. Can you please give the key code for a suzuki Verona? How do
you unlock the radio code on a suzuki Verona? What is the axle nut torque for a suzuki Verona?
What is the correct spark plug gap on a suzuki Verona? Where is the Location of ignition coil
suzuki Verona? Where are the oxygen sensors on a Suzuki Verona? What size door speakers
are standard in a Suzuki Verona? How do you add oil to a Suzuki Verona? How many gallons of
gas can a Suzuki Verona hold? Where is the transmission dipstick located on a suzuki Verona?
What Size tires does a suzuki Verona have? Has anyone else had an electrical problem on the
Suzuki Verona? How do you remove the dash from a Suzuki Vitara 4x4? How do you change the
transmission oil on a Suzuki Verona? What kind of transmission fluid is in a suzuki Verona?
What is engine code P for on a Suzuki Verona? What is engine code P for a Suzuki Verona?
Why does your suzuki Verona check engine light keep flashing? How do you remove the radio
in a Suzuki Verona My radio doesn't work first the light when out and then after we tried
replacing the fuses the radio went out any ideas on what we can do? Is the washer pump on a
suzuki Verona located inside or outside the tank? Where is the intake on a suzuki Verona?
When did Foroni Verona FC end? Why Suzuki Verona hold light blinks? How do you replace a
crankshaft sensor on a suzuki Verona? Trending Questions Who would you swap lives with for
a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human
ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What
letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14
go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox
get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt
Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't
libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on
the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott.
Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was
the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Can you please give the radio
code for a Suzuki Verona? Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance
tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals

parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask
for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl
cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply. Asked by Wiki User. You need to call the dealer with the radio srl and they can give
you the code. Just did my plugs! They told me that i needed to replace the ignition coil on my
Suzuki Verona, my question is how do i know which to change because i just found out the are
6 of them. Do i have to replace them all? Go to Tirerack. Yes,they all had electrical problems.
How do I remove the dash on a Suzuki Grand Vitara 4wd to get to the radio wires? You do not
change the trans fluid. It is a life time synthetic fluid. It takes a special type of fluid known as ZF
fluid. Trouble code P means:System too lean Bank 1. A flashing check engine light is an
indication of a misfire. If the power has been disconnected, they need a code entered for them
to work again. Contact suzuki dealer and ask for a default code. They will not give it to you over
the phone, you may have to verify ownership. It mounted to the outside of the tank inside the rf
fender. P Evap emission system vent shut off valve stuck in closed position. Foroni Verona FC
ended in My Verona started doing the same thing. Checked the code crankshaft sensor A low
voltage cleared the code , but it came back Checked all fuses, all OK.. Started the car , while
running pulled the fuse for trans control mod. Light stop flashing Put the fuse back in. No more
shift problems Ask Question. Suzuki Verona. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered
Related Questions. How do you unlock the radio code on a suzuki Verona? Can you please give
the key code for a suzuki Verona? What is the axle nut torque for a suzuki Verona? What is the
correct spark plug gap on a suzuki Verona? Can you please give the radio code for a Suzuki
Verona? Where is the Location of ignition coil suzuki Verona? Where are the oxygen sensors on
a Suzuki Verona? What size door speakers are standard in a Suzuki Verona? How do you add
oil to a Suzuki Verona? How many gallons of gas can a Suzuki Verona hold? Where is the
transmission dipstick located on a suzuki Verona? What Size tires does a suzuki Verona have?
Has anyone else had an electrical problem on the Suzuki Verona? How do you remove the dash
from a Suzuki Vitara 4x4? How do you change the transmission oil on a Suzuki Verona? What
kind of transmission fluid is in a suzuki Verona? What is engine code P for on a Suzuki Verona?
What is engine code P for a Suzuki Verona? Why does your suzuki Verona check engine light
keep flashing? How do you remove the radio in a Suzuki Verona My radio doesn't work first the
light when out and then after we tried replacing the fuses the radio went out any ideas on what
we can do? Is the washer pump on a suzuki Verona located inside or outside the tank? Where is
the intake on a suzuki Verona? When did Foroni Verona FC end? Why Suzuki Verona hold light
blinks? Trending Questions Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher
Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the
United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is
always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet
in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did
organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an
onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked
By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger.
Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE
Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed What is the list of cod radio codes for a suzuki Verona?
Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when
heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children?
Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa
Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights
Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. Automotive Forums. Hmm i
just read the thread right before this one and you listed these numbers as a partial list of codes
you will ever need. Hi Just wanted to add a few codes. After having body work done on my
Daewoo the stereo code was reset, and worked for my car's stereo. If it weren't for your post I
would probably have had to pay some ridiculous amout for the dealership to reset the code, or
try to buy it from some shady website. Thank you, guys! I will give it a try. What is the order of
pushing buttons? Just the code, or anything special? Thx, Anna. Second one worked for me!
Just replaced my battery on Saturday, and didn't discover the radio didn't work until yesterday.
Thanks again so very much! Take care! Thanks for this post! I lost my card recently and needed
the code after picking up my CDX Wagon from the shop. I was so outdone when I couldnt find
the card, and I started searching online for solutions. The 6th code worked for me! Suzuki
Forenza Thanks a ton for the list. Thanks a ton for the list of codes!! Thanks again! Mine was the

, you saved me a TON of time! It would have taken me forever to get to the s!!! Thank you thank
you thank you! I work at a repair shop and have GM connections, but figured I could save
money if I could figure it out myself. They help me out all the time with the other GM theft lock
radios, but becasue this one varied, it wasn't cut and dry. I registered on this site just to say
thanks. The third set of 's on the 1st line worked for me. I really appreciate it:p. Thank you!!!!!
Thank you!!!! We have music!!!!!! Thanks again!!!! You save me money and a very long drive to
my nearest dealer. I have been without a radio for almost two months now. I have a very long
drive to work now and I was just about losing my mind driving with no music. Your help is much
appreciated. Jean V, Namaste. Those codes really do work! Im so happy, I thought I was going
to do without a radio for a while. Thank you so much to whoever found those codes I just want
to thank you soooooooooo much. It worked on the 10th try. You saved me lots of time and of
course, money. I can't thank you enough. Thanks :smile:. Try these codes for a Daewoo , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Good Luck:lol Good Luck:lol2: Thanks it work on the 10 code, but I
realy appreciated. Thank you. I have a Daewoo Nubira wagon and I neede a code, started to try
to get it from shops and I could not then I, thought about the internet and searched and got to
this page, it was really helpfull I could not beleived it worked; I had to options either remove the
radio and get a new one or puchase the code from GM dealer; CODE worked for me, thanks a lot
guys this was very helpfull, its good to know that theres people out there trying to make others
lifes easier; appreciate your help. Good luck. God bless. Thank you for the list it saved me alot
of time. Mine was so it didn't take long to get to it. The chevy dealer wanted I just had the engine
replaced on my Aveo and didn't feel like spending any more money Dear members I used one of
the number and it worked. Any help on that.. Thanks in Advance. Just bought a Chevrolet Aveo
and the radio was locked. I used and now it is working again. Thanks for the list and good luck
to everyone! Hi folks, new to this, so please excuse any absence of netiquette The radio worked
until the battery was disconnected I have car serial number and read somewhere theat you
could get the code from the serial number, but the figures on the radio only go up to 6, so don't
know how that works, any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance. Cordially C. I
really hope someone can help!!! I have been without my radio for 8 months going insane!!!
Thank you!! Thanks again. Hi everyone, was wondering if there was any codes for the suzuki
swift. It is a model and when we went away on holidays disconneted the battery. No radio!!!!
Been like that for a month now and going insane!!!!!! Please helllppppp. I have a Holden viva jf
wagon and was told by Holden that they couldnt help me and that I was better off buying a new
stereo! This list worked for me, free! Thankyou for posting. What might work for a 95 hyundai
sonata?? Can anyone help me with how I would input the code? Hi does anybody have the
stereo code for a suzuki swift I'm in the uk and can't find anybody to help without me sending
my stereo off and costing quite abit.? Any information would be great help.!!! Hi please please
can anyone help I have a vauxhall movano 63 plate with a daewoo Stereo. The battery was
disconnected and now the stereo Is asking for the four digit code. I have looked every where On
the web n no luck. I do the code then hold channel six and Every code iv tried says wait so
many minutes. Any help would be much appreciated Thanks. If you keep looking in this forum
or do a radio code your type of vehicle search on google it will bring up a link to this site with a
list of a bunch of codes to try!! CODE: Hi this was awesome thankyou so much i own a holden
Viva i tried the codes and it worked on How do I entre the radio codes for Chevy optra I have
numbers from only. I need code for this radio part number id code JM please I tried all the codes
on this thread nothing worked. Hi everyone, I'm new to this site as I needed the radio code for
my factory fitted stereo in a Suzuki Swift vvt Radio model is Pacr Can anyone help please? I
didn't know about lock codes. I just bought a Suzuki Forenza, and looks like the guys at
dealership weren't aware about that either. I was able to find mine in two or less minutes Thank
you! Kate, just try the codes listed for Daewoo. Good luck! Im trying to find the radio code for
my Suzuki Liana. Please help. Its a
2000 ford ranger 4x4 parts
1998 ford ranger fuel pump relay
2005 chrysler pacifica stereo
4 digit code I need. Thanks so much. We recently bought a Holden Epica Daewoo Diesel and
although not happy with the strange drive loss behaviour everything else seemed good until the
battery died a year later. Having not much luck with local dealers we settled for a no audio
frustration for the last 3 months. Finding your site and list and the 10th attempt working was so
wonderful. My husband was skeptical and could not believe.!!!!!!!!!! I have removed a radio from
a Holden Colorado. The radio is made by Daewoo. It has a number Not sure if this is a model or
serial. I wish to reuse this radio in a home made speaker box mdf. I removed the front control
panel to fit it. It now doesn't work. I know the code. But, there nothing to indicate any response

now that the front panel has been replaced. Is there another code I should be using to kick start
the radio again. I did have it going after removing from the vehicle. ALL power and connections
are correct and double checked. Help please?.

